
Expand Lightbox
A portable light box to make your message shine

With the portable Expand LightBox, your message and brand stand out a bit extra at any exhibition or event – 
both large and small. It is easy to set up, take down, pack in the nylon bag and transport in your car. 

This light box can be used as a free-standing backlit wall, or integrated with the popular Expand GrandFabric system.  
If it is used as part of a stand, you create a configuration to fit your needs and the entire stand can be varied in 
both shape and size depending on the floor space.

Communicate with light - both front and back

If you choose print on both back and front, your 
message shines in two directions – perfect in 
environments where viewers come from different 
directions. If you only want print on one side, the 
back comes with a light reflecting fabric.

All templates on request : sales@display.lu



Great light distribution with LED

This light box is illuminated with LED light, placed in the top and  
bottom, to provide an even glow over the graphics. It has a low electric 
consumption - which is good for the environment. It is also made for 
different types of electrical standard - EU and US. 

Available in two different types of fabric

Choose between a stretch fabric that you pull over the frame (like a pillow case) or 
a two-piece fabric - where you insert the silicone edge (called SEG - Silicone Edge 
Graphic) into the gap in the frame.

Light boxes  
80 cm high

80x80 cm = 0,5 kg
80x160 cm = 13 kg
80x240 cm = 17 kg

Light boxes  
160 cm high

160x80 cm =  14 kg
160x160 cm =  17,5 kg
160x240 cm =  20,5 kg

Light boxes  
240 cm high

240x80 cm  =  18 kg 
240x160 cm  =  21 kg 
240x240 cm  =  24,5 kg

Sizes and weight
The light box is available in different sizes and can be ordered  
both single and double-sided.

Easy to transport and to set up!




